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Miscellaneous Notes Miscellaneous Notes 

'MYSTtRE D'ADAM,' 1. 482. 

It is, I think, clear from internal evidence, that Cele te sachera le ras 
renders the Vulgate ipsa conteret caput tuum. Forster's emendation 
escachera is probably correct; cf. 'Et dist ainsi que qui vouloit tuer 

premier le serpent, il li devoit esquachier le chief' (Joinville, ed. Wailly, 
p. 64). That leaves ras, of which this line contains the only O.F. record, 
unexplained. I do not know whether anyone has thought of the Arabic 
ras, head, which is cognate with the Hebrew rosh, used in the original 
(Genesis, iii. 15). The solitary occurrence of an Arabic word in an Anglo- 
Norman text would certainly be a startling phenomenon; but it seems 
to be agreed (Studer, Introd., p. xxxiv) that the writer of the Tours MS. 
was a southerner, and this southerner may have included Moorish Spain 
in his wanderings. 

[The above was in type before I had seen Mr Raamsdonk's note 
(M.L.R., July-October, 1921). Without expressing an opinion on his 
solution, I am inclined to offer my own as an alternative.] 

ERNEST WEEKLEY. 
NOTTINGHAM. 

ROMANIC ETYMOLOGIES. 

Galician axexar, Spanish acechar. 

These verbs, which have the sense of French guetter, seem to be 
based on Arabic as-s.iss 'the thief,' meaning one who lies in wait, looking 
for a chance to steal something. Direct assimilation produced the 
Galician stem axex- (ases). In Spanish the reverted quality of s1 caused 
ts (with non-reverted s), written z finally and F otherwise, to be used for 
the Arabic s-sounds. We should expect an early Spanish verb *axepar 
(asetsar): the form acechar shows blending with asechar 'waylay,' de- 
rived from *assectare for assectari. 

Spanish acetre, cetre, celtre. 

Arabic satl 'pail,' derived from Latin situla or situlus, corresponding 
to French seille, Italian secchia and secchio, has a remarkable a instead 
of i. Probably satl is an alteration of *sitl, with a due to the influence 
of the similar word satlah 'drunkenness'; *sitl would explain the Spanish 
forms and Portuguese aceter, acetre. Spanish stressed e does not com- 
monly represent an Arabic short a, though it may correspond to long a, 
as alfaqueque < al-fakdk, alftrez < al-fdris, alfiler < al-xilal, in accor- 

1 T. Navarro Tomis, PronunciaciSn espaifola, Madrid, 1918, ? 108. 
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